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Welcome to our June Newsletter. 
 
We have been working hard to prepare a product line of MDF buildings and terrain 
accessories. A lot of hours are going into the product design and manufacturing 
process. Just when we think we have a finished prototype, we find a way to improve 
the item and send it back to design and manufacturing. This is our way of trying to put 
out quality models for your enjoyment. 
 
When will we open our web store? 
 
Currently, we are targeting mid-July, possibly 7/15 to go live.  That leaves us one 
month to get our prototypes ready for sale.  To say the least, that is a daunting task. 
We are trying hard to have something available in each of our building categories, but 
reality is saying that may not be the case. However, be assured that we will have 
quality products available. 
 
What will be release in July? 
 
In last month’s newsletter, we mentioned our various product series, those being:  
 
Historical 
Sci-Fi 
Fantasy 
 
Most of our efforts have been focused on the Historical series and we continue to 
make major progress in preparing that line. To date, we are close to being ready to 
offer the following: 
 
Eastern Front Series: 

 Rural Cottage 1 

 Rural Cottage 2 

 Rural Cottage 3 

 Barn 



 Out Buildings (Woodshed, Outhouse, Well, Doghouse) 

 Bell Tower 
 
Terrain Accessories: 

 Stone Walls (variety of sizes) 

 Wood Fences 
 
Viking Series: 

 Pit House 

 Long House 
 
In the works, we have a Church to go with our Eastern Front line, which is coming 
along quite nicely.  We are excited about the details being worked into this piece. We 
also have a medieval stable being tested and prototyped, as well as a stockade fort 
that can be used across many historical & fantasy genres.  
 
On the Sci-Fi side, we have the Void of Space series that currently has a Marine Base 
in the design phase.  
 
Outside of our MDF building work, we are currently stocking up on Woodland Scenics 
diorama supplies, Gamers Grass Tuffs, and AKI paints, weather pencils, and a variety 
of other items. 
 
 
Under consideration. 
 
One thing we keep thinking about for the future is to begin offering some lines of 
miniature gaming systems. There are so many great games out there and awesome 
figures that will work wonderfully with our buildings.  So as we get established with our 
core line of buildings, don’t be surprised if we begin to offer miniatures. Time will tell 
and we are open to suggestions. 
 
That is our current status. Be assured we are working hard to bring you a fine line of 
28mm MDF buildings for all your gaming needs. Watch for new announcements on our 
Facebook page: Koros Wargame Terrain Designs. 
 
Thanks for your interest! 
 
Ken Kovacs 
Koros Wargames – Owner 

https://www.facebook.com/koroswargames

